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Postojna Cave Park –  
A One-Stop Destination for 
Various Experiences

Descend into the mysterious 
subterranean depths, spice up your 
day with the finest cuisine, relax in 
the comfort of Hotel Jama’s pleasant 
ambience, take full advantage of 
everything that the modern event centre 
has to offer or embark on adrenaline-
fuelled adventures.

Available to guests:
• 80 rooms   
• 11 halls   
• free Wi-Fi  
• free parking   
• 24/7 reception services 
• food and beverage services in the restaurant and on the terrace
• a unique location with the option of special events being organised in the 
subterranean world or at a medieval castle
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Hotel Jama****
The hotel located in the heart of the Postojna Cave Park will certainly prove the 
perfect choice for visitors to two world-famous tourist attractions, Postojna Cave 
and Predjama Castle. Eighty twin/double or adjoining rooms with en suite bathroom 
facilities provide maximum comfort and relaxation. The hotel’s location right next 
to the world-famous tourist site, yet at the same time in the midst of nature’s peace 
and tranquillity, provides a perfect opportunity for a number of walks in the unspoilt 
surrounding area and also makes for an excellent starting point for day trips to 
Ljubljana, Bled, the Slovenian coast, Trieste, and even Venice. Free parking facilities are 
available to hotel guests. The entire tourist complex and Hotel Jama are wheelchair 
accessible. 

55 Comfort Rooms 

Relax in spacious double or twin rooms, which have bathrooms with either a bathtub 
or a shower, and boast wonderful views of the forest or the park and the River Pivka. 
Most Comfort Rooms have a terrace.

25 Superior Rooms 

Families or guests who would like to enjoy even greater comfort can opt for spacious 
double or twin rooms with a fold-out sleeper sofa for two people, a bathroom with 
a bathtub or a shower, and an unforgettable view of the park and the river from the 
terrace.

• free Wi-Fi
• located 300 metres from the cave entrance
• pet-friendly 
• wheelchair access
• access for prams and buggies
• food and beverages served in the restaurant and on the terrace

All rooms are equipped with LCD TVs with cable and satellite channels and have free 
Wi-Fi, air conditioning, a minibar and an in-room safe. 

For a Great Ending to  
a Perfect Day
Located next to the world-famous natural 
marvel, Hotel Jama has been completely 
renovated and offers everything you need 
for an unforgettable stay. 

Postojna Cave Park  I  Event Centre
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Hotel Jama and the Jamski Dvorec 
Mansion provide the venues for 
exclusive events, social gatherings and 
fine cuisine.

A Modern Event Centre

Hotel Jama and the Jamski Dvorec 
Mansion constitute a modern event 
centre, which warmly welcomes all 
guests looking for new experiences. 
They are the perfect venue for a 
variety of exclusive events.

A touch of art, elegant furniture and tasteful decor all make for a perfect venue 
for exclusive business meetings, press conferences and top gastronomic 
experiences. A personalised approach and services of the highest quality are 
what characterises our experienced and fine-tuned team, which do an excellent 
job organising even the most demanding events. Hotel Jama and the Jamski 
Dvorec Mansion are also often chosen as the venues for events organised at the 
state level. 

The Jamski Dvorec Mansion features typical Italian architecture by 
Pietro Palumbo from the early 20th century and is so spacious that it can 
accommodate up to 1,000 guests at a time. Together with Hotel Jama it offers 
11 halls, all of which are equipped with state-of-the-art audiovisual technical 
equipment.
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Hotel Jama **** Jamski dvorec

m2

Layout options Theatre School Classic Banquet Reception
Pillars Hall ✓ 220 - - 100 80 150
Venetian Hall ✓ 54 - - 35 24 50
Luka Čeč Hall ✓ 337 300 150 220 180 300
Skalca Lobby ✓ 266 - - 24 - 150
Thomas Cook Hall ✓ 114 120 60 90 80 120
Henry Moore Hall ✓ 107 120 60 90 80 120
Snežnik Hall ✓ 30 - - 20 - -
Pivka Hall ✓ 107 120 80 80 - 120
Nanos Hall ✓ 108 120 60 80 - 120

All conference halls are equipped with state-of-the-art audiovisual technical equipment.

m2

Layout options Theatre School Classic Banquet Reception
Dance Hall ✓ 358 200 150 220 180 300
Tartarus ✓ 310 180 150 200 150 300
Magic Garden ✓ 54 100 - 60 60 100

All conference halls are equipped with state-of-the-art audiovisual technical equipment.
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Magical Garden Restaurant at Hotel Jama****
From hearty buffet-style breakfasts to à la carte dining with views of the Postojna 
Cave Park’s nature. Enjoy the finest cuisine and pamper your taste buds with modern 
interpretations of Slovenian and international cuisine prepared by our renowned 
master chefs. 

A Flavourful Experience

No day is perfect without a delicious 
meal. Our meals are prepared by 
experienced master chefs. 
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Jamski Dvorec Mansion 
The Jamski Dvorec Mansion is a highly recognisable feature of this area and its location 
right next to the Postojna Cave entrance symbolically unites the cave’s interior with 
everything that visitors can enjoy outside. The Mansion’s kitchen boasts a long-established 
tradition paired with modern culinary trends. Guests can enjoy typical regional dishes, 
Central European culinary delights, Slovenian specialties, as well as saltwater and 
freshwater fish and game.

Indulge in the flavours and fragrances 
of the tasty dishes that were in the old 
days enjoyed by the gentlefolk and are 
nowadays prepared with a modern twist.

Restaurant Proteus
The recently renovated Restaurant Proteus has been built on the foundations of 
its glorious past and is well-known for its excellent range of culinary delights. The 
restaurant is housed in a wonderful traditional old building, typical of this region, and 
is located less than a kilometre away from Postojna Cave. The restaurant’s interior is 
a unique mix of modern and ancient features. One-of-a-kind booths, made of white 
strings, form delicate curtains, reminiscent of cave draperies, and – combined with 
an invaluable collection of the artwork by Leo Vilhar, a Slovenian painter and a local – 
create a highly unique ambience. 

Modrijan Homestead 
The homestead offers a selection of premium wines by Slovenian winemakers and 
gives a fascinating insight into the peasant life in the old days. In the pleasant interior 
or on the terrace with a unique view of the River Pivka, you can relax while feasting on 
some delicious dry-cured ham, indulge in some wine tasting and forget all about the 
everyday hustle and bustle of the city and your obligations.
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A Place for Unforgettable  
Experiences
A wide variety of events can be 
organised for you in the mysterious 
subterranean depths. See to some 
relaxation and fun and work towards 
your business goals at the same time. 

A Book Written by Time

As Slovenia’s most famous tourist attraction, Postojna Cave has over the centuries 
hosted and mesmerised countless visitors from all over the world, including a number 
of kings, emperors, state presidents and prime ministers, members of military 
personnel, the clergy and secular dignitaries, scientists, athletes and other noble and 
important visitors, who have shared their impressions in the Golden Book of Visitors. 
The book is a one-of-a-kind monument to the splendours of the subterranean karst 
world.

Special Events in the Mysterious Depths

Its passages, galleries and halls make Postojna Cave a unique venue for special 
events, including musical and theatrical performances or receptions for large numbers 
of people. It is an excellent choice for organisers of various meetings or congresses 
and the participants always agree about the cave being the icing on the cake of their 
experience of Slovenia and its splendours. Sometimes these special events or business 
meetings continue with various cave adventures, during which participants explore the 
parts of the cave that are off the beaten track.
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Underground Adventures

Cave trekking tours, treasure hunts and 
other underground adventures are a 
combination of laughter, adrenaline and 
an opportunity to get to know yourself. 

Underground adventures are focused on experiencing and learning about Postojna 
Cave in a different way and outside the usual visitor routes. Owing to a touch of 
adrenaline and a genuine underground adventure they are intended for closed groups 
of people and are a good choice when it comes to developing mutual aid, fostering 
teamwork and learning about one’s own capabilities. They also provide visitors with 
an opportunity to learn about the remarkable story of this subterranean world in an 
innovative way, with a focus on following in the footsteps of the earliest cave explorers. 

Our experienced guides make sure everything runs smoothly and safely. During each 
adventure, they see to the good mood and provide all the necessary information and 
explanations about the karst marvel that has been welcoming visitors from all over the 
world for centuries. You will be amazed at your own capabilities.

Who Are the Underground Adventures Intended for? 

Team-building adventures have been designed for companies and conference guests 
who aim to motivate and reward their colleagues or partners and at the same time 
try something new and different, as well as to improve the work atmosphere in the 
company and spend some quality time with one another outside the workplace.

The expertly designed programmes, which are tailored to the clients’ needs, initiate and 
strengthen the factors that characterise any successful team –cooperation, mutual 
support, commitment to common goals, open communication and responsibility.
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The Power and Mystery  
of History

Predjama Castle
Predjama Castle, a famous local landmark, is located in the idyllic village of Predjama, 
not far from Postojna Cave. A picturesque, magnificent, defiant, mysterious and 
impregnable castle has been perched in the middle of a 123-metre high cliff for more 
than 800 years. Its romantic appeal is further highlighted by the idyllic River Lokva, 
which disappears underground deep under the castle. As the largest preserved cave 
castle, it is one of the Guinness World Records. Nowadays, the castle provides a 
venue for a variety of special events that are bound to impress visitors. 
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A Perfect Karst Experience

Vivarium Proteus
Vivarium Proteus is situated inside the Passage of New Signatures, 50 metres 
from the Postojna Cave entrance. It consists of two sections, namely a research 
section and an exhibition area. The research section, the so-called laboratory, is 
used for scientific work and research. The speleobiological exhibition introduces 
visitors to special features of the subterranean environment and the most typical 
representatives of Slovenian cave-dwelling animals. Postojna Cave is the cradle of a 
special branch of biology – speleobiology; dozens of new animal species perfectly 
adapted to life in the dark have been discovered and detailed in the cave.

EXPO Postojna Cave Karst 
EXPO Postojna Cave Karst is the world’s largest exhibition on caves and the karst. The 
exhibition features interactive presentations of contents that speak volumes about the 
formation of the most famous show cave in the world and the extraordinary history 
of its tourism-related development. Visitors get to learn about the karst and karst 
features through projections of various contents onto a three-dimensional model, 
discover the peculiarities of the karst environment and learn about all superlatives and 
milestones attributed to Postojna Cave on the Wall of Fame.

Postojna Cave Park  I  Experience



Information and Bookings

Postojnska jama d.d
Jamska cesta 30
6230 Postojna, Slovenia
T: +386 5 7000 100
F: +386 5 7000 130
www.postojnska-jama.eu
info@postojnska-jama.eu
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